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Fukushima: “Trillions of Becquerels of Radioactive
Material Still Flowing Into the Sea, Will Circulate
Around Globe”
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Interview with  NHK journalist  Morley  Robertson,  by  the Center  for  Remembering 3.11,
published Jun 30, 2012 (emphasis added):

I  begin with the radiation leakage.  Radiation leakage exerts a long term effect on the
environment. It contaminates our food chain, the groundwater and the ocean. And the
contaminated seawater will circulate around the globe. We never know how much this
will impact on the environment… We’ll never able to study such issues with empirical
certainty… [Due to nuclear testing] we have already accumulated “hidden losses” of
radiation damage… how much is the [Fukushima] cesium in relation to that?… I believe
we should enjoy delicious food rather than worrying about the food. I  enjoyed the
town’s delicacy… I didn’t mind about how the beef was produced or where it came
from. As long as it is tasty, it is no problem for me. With regard to radiation, I have
become more optimistic. My hypothesis is that it’s no use worrying about radiation. For
people  in  Fukushima,  they  have  a  lot  to  worry  about  their  future,  like  damaged
reputation… One reason why we have relied on nuclear plants is because we didn’t
know about the facts… We need to face the facts… Rad-waste from the nuclear cycle is
said to be unsolvable even after 2.5 million years.

Part II of Robertson’s Interview, published Jun 30, 2012:

In 1974, then PM Tanaka declared, “Let ‘s go nuclear!”… we were issued credit cards to
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buy electric goods to consume the extra electricity… It is OK to say that everything was
just a lie… and 3/11 happened. So we must study everything. It is no longer about what
to do with Onagawa nuclear power plant, Miyagi or Tohoku. This is about what to do
with Japan. This has been revealed by our vulnerability to the accident… So when we
talk about “disaster“, it’s like a huge wrapping cloth expanding everyday.

NHK: Morley is a journalist… working in the fields of television, radio, and lecture
meetings… he studied at the University of Tokyo and Harvard University.
Robertson’s Wikipedia entry (translated  from Japanese by Microsoft): In 1968,
because  of  father’s  job  moved  to…  Hiroshima  [to  work]  on  Atomic  Bomb
Casualty Commission [and] undertook study of atomic bomb patients.

TEPCO, updated Mar 10, 2015: Fukushima Daiichi Contaminated Water Issue FAQ

—  Q1  Please  explain  the  impact  of  the  leaked  radioactive  materials  on  the
sea.  [Answer:]  TEPCO  announced  that  underground  water  including  radioactive
materials had leaked into the port… It has been implied that trillions of becquerels
of  radioactive  materials  are  still  flowing  into  the  sea;  however,  the  concentration  of
radioactive materials in the sea is at a level that meets the Guidelines for Drinking-
water Quality, except for some areas…

TEPCO, Apr 28, 2015:

Comprehensive risk review was implemented, considering all the possible risks
that might have an impact outside the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site… The paths
through which water could leak outside the site: …

Sources  of  risk  —  Trenches…  Pits…  Tanks…  Accumulated  water
inside reactor buildings… Contamination inside the port

Leakage  routes  —  Ground  surface…  Drainage  channels…  Underground
(groundwater）
Destination  of  the  contaminated  material… The  Sea:  Unit  1-4  water  intake
channel… Inside the port… Outside the port

Watch Robertson’s interview here (click ‘CC’ for English)
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